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à summary

Integers are to be defined as equivalence classes of ordered pairs of natural numbers.  The equivalence relation EQUIDIFF
needed for this construction is studied in this notebook.  Only a few general properties of this relation are worked out here,
including various symmetry properties that follow fairly directly from the definition.  In particular, the proof of transitivity
is not established here, although it is not hard to derive using pen and paper!  It is my policy not to add rules proved by
hand.  It is my experience that by insisting on formal computer verifications that useful new facts and techniques will  be
discovered.

The only challenging issue addressed in this notebook is a formula relating EQUIDIFF to the binary function  NATADD
which corresponds to addition of natural numbers.  The derivation of this connection required using a potentially dangerous
temporary membership rule for NATADD that is valid, but can lead to looping if care is not exercised.

à definition of EQUIDIFF

The membership rewrite rule adopted in this notebook is somewhat problematic in that it is not wrapped:

member@x_, EQUIDIFFD := and@member@first@first@xDD, omegaD,
member@first@second@xDD, omegaD, member@second@first@xDD, omegaD,
member@second@second@xDD, omegaD, equal@natadd@first@first@xDD, second@second@xDDD,
natadd@first@second@xDD, second@first@xDDDDD

simplify = False;

Later we will  want better membership rules for ordered pairs because the above rule takes too long:

member@pair@x, yD, EQUIDIFFD �� Timing833.219 Second, or@and@equal@natadd@first@xD, second@yDD, natadd@first@yD, second@xDDD,
member@first@xD, omegaD, member@first@yD, omegaD, member@second@xD, omegaD,
member@second@yD, omegaDD, and@member@first@xD, omegaD, member@first@yD, omegaD,
member@second@xD, omegaD, member@second@yD, omegaD, not@member@x, VDDD,
and@member@first@xD, omegaD, member@first@yD, omegaD,
member@second@xD, omegaD, member@second@yD, omegaD, not@member@y, VDDDD<
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This result can be simplified by double negation:

Last@%D �� not �� not

and@equal@natadd@first@xD, second@yDD, natadd@first@yD, second@xDDD,
member@first@xD, omegaD, member@first@yD, omegaD,
member@second@xD, omegaD, member@second@yD, omegaDD

Adding the following rule speeds things up:

member@pair@x_, y_D, EQUIDIFFD :=
and@equal@natadd@first@xD, second@yDD, natadd@first@yD, second@xDDD,
member@first@xD, omegaD, member@first@yD, omegaD,
member@second@xD, omegaD, member@second@yD, omegaDD

member@pair@x, yD, EQUIDIFFD �� Timing80. Second, and@equal@natadd@first@xD, second@yDD, natadd@first@yD, second@xDDD,
member@first@xD, omegaD, member@first@yD, omegaD,
member@second@xD, omegaD, member@second@yD, omegaDD<

à some basic rules

This is fast:

symdif@EQUIDIFF, composite@EQUIDIFF, id@cart@V, VDDDD �� Normality

intersection@EQUIDIFF, complement@cart@cart@V, VD, VDDD == 0

intersection@EQUIDIFF, complement@cart@cart@V, VD, VDDD := 0

SubstTest@equal, 0, symdif@u, vD,8u -> EQUIDIFF, v -> composite@EQUIDIFF, id@cart@V, VDDD<D �� Reverse

subclass@EQUIDIFF, cart@cart@V, VD, VDD == True

subclass@EQUIDIFF, cart@cart@V, VD, VDD := True

equal@composite@EQUIDIFF, id@cart@V, VDDD, EQUIDIFFD
True

On the basis of the above, one can add:

composite@EQUIDIFF, id@cart@V, VDDD := EQUIDIFF

From this one can get additional rules such as:

Assoc@EQUIDIFF, id@cart@V, VDD, IdD �� Reverse

composite@Id, EQUIDIFFD == EQUIDIFF

composite@Id, EQUIDIFFD := EQUIDIFF

There is a companion to the first rule:
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symdif@EQUIDIFF, composite@id@cart@V, VDD, EQUIDIFFDD �� Normality

composite@id@complement@cart@V, VDDD, EQUIDIFFD == 0

composite@id@complement@cart@V, VDDD, EQUIDIFFD := 0

SubstTest@equal, 0, symdif@u, vD,8u -> EQUIDIFF, v -> composite@id@cart@V, VDD, EQUIDIFFD<D �� Reverse

subclass@range@EQUIDIFFD, cart@V, VDD == True

subclass@range@EQUIDIFFD, cart@V, VDD := True

equal@composite@id@cart@V, VDD, EQUIDIFFD, EQUIDIFFD
True

Based on this, one can add:

composite@id@cart@V, VDD, EQUIDIFFD := EQUIDIFF

à symmetry of EQUIDIFF

It is clear from the definition that  EQUIDIFF  is a symmetric relation.  This can be derived as follows:

symdif@EQUIDIFF, inverse@EQUIDIFFDD �� Normality

union@intersection@EQUIDIFF, complement@inverse@EQUIDIFFDDD,
intersection@complement@EQUIDIFFD, inverse@EQUIDIFFDDD == 0

union@intersection@EQUIDIFF, complement@inverse@EQUIDIFFDDD,
intersection@complement@EQUIDIFFD, inverse@EQUIDIFFDDD := 0

SubstTest@equal, 0, symdif@u, vD, 8u -> EQUIDIFF, v -> inverse@EQUIDIFFD<D
True == equal@EQUIDIFF, inverse@EQUIDIFFDD

This is the symmetry property:

inverse@EQUIDIFFD := EQUIDIFF

à commutes with SWAP

Next on the agenda is the fact that  EQUIDIFF  commutes with  SWAP.

symdif@composite@EQUIDIFF, SWAPD, composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFFDD �� Normality

union@composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFF, id@complement@cart@V, VDDDD,
intersection@composite@EQUIDIFF, SWAPD, composite@SWAP, complement@EQUIDIFFDDD,
intersection@composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFFD, composite@complement@EQUIDIFFD, SWAPDDD == 0

union@composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFF, id@complement@cart@V, VDDDD,
intersection@composite@EQUIDIFF, SWAPD, composite@SWAP, complement@EQUIDIFFDDD,
intersection@composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFFD, composite@complement@EQUIDIFFD, SWAPDDD := 0
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SubstTest@equal, 0, symdif@u, vD,8u -> composite@EQUIDIFF, SWAPD, v -> composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFFD<D
True == equal@composite@EQUIDIFF, SWAPD, composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFFDD

The orientation of this rewrite rule is tentatively based on analogy with other such rules, such as the one for cross.

composite@EQUIDIFF, SWAPD := composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFFD
à twist invariance

This takes a while, but it does terminate eventually:

symdif@EQUIDIFF, twist@EQUIDIFFDD �� Normality

union@intersection@EQUIDIFF, complement@twist@EQUIDIFFDDD,
intersection@complement@EQUIDIFFD, twist@EQUIDIFFDDD == 0

union@intersection@EQUIDIFF, complement@twist@EQUIDIFFDDD,
intersection@complement@EQUIDIFFD, twist@EQUIDIFFDDD := 0

SubstTest@equal, 0, symdif@u, vD, 8u -> EQUIDIFF, v -> twist@EQUIDIFFD<D
True == equal@EQUIDIFF, twist@EQUIDIFFDD

Thus the relation EQUIDIFF is twist−invariant:

twist@EQUIDIFFD := EQUIDIFF

à a dangerous temporary rule

First the old membership rules for NATADD are removed:

member@x_, NATADDD =.

There never was on for pairs:

member@pair@x, yD, NATADDD
member@pair@x, yD, NATADDD

There was a rule for triples, though.

member@pair@pair@x_, y_D, z_D, NATADDD =.

A new rule is derived by a little trick:

Map@equal@V, #D &, SubstTest@image, V, intersection@composite@u, id@vDD, singleton@xDD,8u -> NATADD, v -> V<DD
member@x, NATADDD == and@equal@natadd@first@first@xDD, second@first@xDDD, second@xDD,
member@first@first@xDD, omegaD, member@second@first@xDD, omegaDD
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member@x_, NATADDD := and@equal@natadd@first@first@xDD, second@first@xDDD, second@xDD,
member@first@first@xDD, omegaD, member@second@first@xDD, omegaDD

This rule is dangerous!  It will  have to be removed as soon as we are done with it.  This is what could happen:

NATADD �� Normality

$RecursionLimit::reclim :  Recursion depth of 256 exceeded.

$RecursionLimit::reclim :  Recursion depth of 256 exceeded.

$RecursionLimit::reclim :  Recursion depth of 256 exceeded.

General::stop :  Further output of $RecursionLimit::reclim will be suppressed during this calculation.

$IterationLimit::itlim :  Iteration limit of 4096 exceeded.

$IterationLimit::itlim :  Iteration limit of 4096 exceeded.

$IterationLimit::itlim :  Iteration limit of 4096 exceeded.

General::stop :  Further output of $IterationLimit::itlim will be suppressed during this calculation.

$Aborted

à a basic formula connecting EQUIDIFF with  NATADD

Despite the dangers, we continue ...

Assoc@EQUIDIFF, id@cart@V, VDD, id@complement@cart@V, VDDDD �� Reverse

composite@EQUIDIFF, id@complement@cart@V, VDDDD == 0

composite@EQUIDIFF, id@complement@cart@V, VDDDD := 0

member@pair@pair@x, yD, zD, composite@w, NATADDDD �� AssertTest

member@pair@pair@x, yD, zD, composite@w, NATADDDD ==
and@member@x, omegaD, member@y, omegaD, member@z, VD, member@pair@natadd@x, yD, zD, wDD
member@pair@pair@x_, y_D, z_D, composite@w_, NATADDDD :=
and@member@x, omegaD, member@y, omegaD, member@z, VD, member@pair@natadd@x, yD, zD, wDD

This takes a while...

symdif@EQUIDIFF, flip@twist@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDDDD �� Normality

union@intersection@EQUIDIFF,
composite@complement@twist@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDDD, SWAPDD,
intersection@complement@EQUIDIFFD,
composite@twist@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDD, SWAPDDD == 0

union@intersection@EQUIDIFF,
composite@complement@twist@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDDD, SWAPDD,
intersection@complement@EQUIDIFFD,
composite@twist@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDD, SWAPDDD := 0
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SubstTest@equal, 0, symdif@u, vD,8u -> EQUIDIFF, v -> flip@twist@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDDD<D
True == equal@EQUIDIFF, composite@twist@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDD, SWAPDD

Before ading this rule, it is simplified by mapping with flip.

Map@flip,
Equal@EQUIDIFF, composite@twist@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDD, SWAPDD �� ReverseD
twist@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDD == composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFFD
twist@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDD := composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFFD

The dangerous rule can now be removed because we are done with it:

member@x_, NATADDD =.

There is also an inverse formula:

SubstTest@twist, twist@xD, x -> composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDD
twist@composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFFDD == composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDD
twist@composite@SWAP, EQUIDIFFDD := composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDD

à domain and range

The formula just derived has some elementary consequences.  

SubstTest@image, flip@twist@wDD, x, w -> composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDDD
image@EQUIDIFF, xD == composite@SECOND, intersection@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDD,

composite@inverse@FIRSTD, inverse@xD, FIRSTDD, inverse@SECONDDD
image@EQUIDIFF, x_D :=
composite@SECOND, intersection@composite@inverse@NATADDD, NATADDD,
composite@inverse@FIRSTD, inverse@xD, FIRSTDD, inverse@SECONDDD

In particular:

SubstTest@image, EQUIDIFF, x, x -> VD
range@EQUIDIFFD == cart@omega, omegaD
range@EQUIDIFFD := cart@omega, omegaD

The domain is the same because the relation is symmetric:

SubstTest@range, inverse@xD, x -> EQUIDIFFD �� Reverse

domain@EQUIDIFFD == cart@omega, omegaD
domain@EQUIDIFFD := cart@omega, omegaD
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à some intriguing formulas

The twist−invariance of EQUIDIFF can be used to derive various intriguing results.  Whether any of these formulas are
actually useful is at present unclear, and will  need to be investigated more thoroughly later.  For now a few samples will
sufice.

SubstTest@image, twist@wD, cart@singleton@xD, singleton@yDD, w -> EQUIDIFFD
composite@inverse@RIGHT@xDD, inverse@NATADDD, NATADD, RIGHT@yDD ==
composite@inverse@LEFT@yDD, EQUIDIFF, LEFT@xDD
SubstTest@range, twist@xD, x -> EQUIDIFFD �� Reverse

composite@SECOND, EQUIDIFF, inverse@SECONDDD == cart@omega, omegaD
composite@SECOND, EQUIDIFF, inverse@SECONDDD := cart@omega, omegaD
Assoc@composite@SECOND, EQUIDIFFD, SWAP, inverse@FIRSTDD �� Reverse

composite@FIRST, EQUIDIFF, inverse@FIRSTDD == cart@omega, omegaD
composite@FIRST, EQUIDIFF, inverse@FIRSTDD := cart@omega, omegaD

The following fact was also discovered in trying to simplify these formulas:

composite@SECOND, EQUIDIFFD �� rotate �� VSTriNormality

rotate@composite@SECOND, EQUIDIFFDD == composite@id@omegaD, inverse@SD, NATADDD
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